CHAPTER - 9

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

CONCLUSION

RESEARCH:

Research is a process of continuous scientific investigation. It includes theoretical and applied research. The theoretical research deals with theoretical aspects or general principles or art or science e.g. Darwin’s Theory of Evolution. It is concerned with theory or model building and laws e.g. Newton's law of gravitation. The applied research deals with the application of theories, models and laws in practical life, especially for the welfare of human beings. Objective conclusions are the obligatory part of each and every research work. Taking into consideration these basic principles the conclusions of the present research work i.e. “A Critical Analysis of Mr. Babanrao Pachpute’s Leadership in the development of Maharashtra” are drawn objectively, honestly and impartially.

Sciences are broadly divided into two groups (a) Natural Sciences (b) Social Sciences.

Social Sciences include various disciplines dealing with human life and human behaviour, social groups and social institutions. Social Sciences are not so precise and exact like natural sciences. Human nature and human environment are very complex, so it is not easy to comprehend and predict human behaviour. Political Science is also one of the major disciplines of Social Sciences. It tries to understand human behaviour especially political behaviour, its interaction with the political environment and the political institution. Its purpose is to develop new tools, concepts, theories, models and laws for reliable and valid study of human political behaviour.

Social Science Research is scientific intellectual process. It throws light on various innovative issues. It modifies previous concepts. It gives justice to neglected themes. It enriches our knowledge and wisdom through systematic and scientific investigation, by exploring, analyzing and conceptualizing human behaviour. Social science research has some limitations compared to natural science research. Interdisciplinary approach is highly essential in modern research methodology.

There are many powerful political leaders who are known as the “Architect of Maharashtra”. Some scholars have highlighted the valuable contributions of these dynamic leaders in the development of Maharashtra.
leaders in their research works. Mr. Babanrao Pachpute’s contribution in the development of Maharashtra is also remarkable and outstanding. Unfortunately it is totally neglected. His contribution in political, social, cultural and educational sectors is highly significant. His role in the co-operative movement is also equally important. Taking into consideration all these factors, to give justice to his valuable contribution, there was a need of critical analysis of his leadership in the development of Maharashtra. This is the main objective of the present research work. After the in-depth, minute and scientific critical analysis the following conclusions have been drawn. The result and discussion are as follows: The various hypotheses were tested impartially and scientifically for the result of the present research work.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

CONCLUSIONS:

1) The development of leadership of Mr. Pachpute created a role –model as an icon and a source of inspiration for next generation as an idol for struggles & newcomer in politics.

Thomas Carlyle the famous Scottish philosopher in his famous volume “Hero –Worship and The Heroic in History” (1841) explains that the key role in history lies in the actions of ‘Great Man’ claiming that “ History is nothing but the biography of Great Man”. These genius persons can change the directions of society with the help of their outstanding contributions. The same principle is applicable to all sectors. These leaders or heroes are the real source of inspiration for next generations.

Co-operative movement in Maharashtra has played a vital role in the development of leadership for socio-economic transformation of the region; through social engineering Mr. Babanrao Pachpute’s leadership developed from rural background of Shrigonda Tehsil. He changed the political, socio-economic and cultural scenario through his dynamic leadership and proved himself as the source of inspiration for next generation.

Babanrao Pachpute was born in a very poor farmer’s family, in a small village Kashti on 9th September, 1954. His financial condition was precarious, because his father Bhikajirao was a poor farmer. He didn’t have any kith and kin relationship of politics. He was lacking hereditary political background. He was also not a member of sugar lobby. He didn’t have the blessings of political God Father, still his leadership developed nicely. This is something unique and extraordinary.
POLITICAL CAREER:

His political career began from his college life when he was elected as the General Secretary of New Arts, Commerce and Science College, Ahmednagar. He completed his graduation in 1975 with Political Science as the special subject for graduation i.e. B.A. He entered in the field of politics through his social work. He organized Sangharsha Tarun Mitra Mandal i.e. the organization of youngsters for resolution of conflicts in 1977. His leadership developed through constant struggle. He became the Member of Panchayat Samitee i.e. arbitrating body for Tehsil in 1977. He won the election with an excellent lead.

*M.L.A.*: On 31st May, 1980 he defeated Mr. Shivajirao Nagavade and became the youngest MLA of Maharashtra State. During his political career of 37 years he contested the election of M.L.A. of Maharashtra for consecutive 8 times, either as an independent candidate or the candidate of different parties. He won for six times and lost the election twice.

*Minister:* He honoured various positions and Portfolios with his excellent leadership qualities. He became Home Minister (State Level) in 1991. He became the Regional President of Nationalist Congress Party of Mr. Sharad Pawar in 1999. He shouldered the responsibility and strengthened the party skillfully. He became Cabinet Minister of Maharashtra for the Portfolio of Forestry in 2004. He became the Cabinet Minister for the Portfolio of Adivasi Vikas i.e. development of Aborigines in 2009.

Thus the son of a poor farmer from a small village of Kashti became M.L.A. for six times, minister thrice and regional president of Nationalist Congress Party for few years. This bright and brilliant political career itself is the indication of his successful mass leadership. He shouldered each and every responsibility successfully with his excellent, outstanding and remarkable political contributions.

His grand achievements in his bright political career are highly appreciable. There is no doubt that he has proved himself as an icon, a role model and an excellent source of inspiration for next generations. His genius leadership itself is self-explanatory. He has succeeded in becoming an idol for the young strugglers, who are interested in political achievements.
2) **Mr. Pachpute’s Leadership developed through a lot of struggle and conflicts against established politicians.**

Our first Prime Minister Hon. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru precisely explained the secret of success. He says “Success comes to those who dare and act, it seldom goes to the timid”. We can apply this master key formula of success to Mr. Pachpute’s political achievements through constant struggle against powerful established politicians at various levels. Mr. Pachpute had excellent potential of leadership qualities in his personality. It was proved when he achieved grand success when he contested the election for General Secretary of his college. This was the beginning of his bright and brilliant political career, which was not an easy task.

**a) Conflict at Village Level**

It is said that our life itself is a conflict and you are the architect of your destiny. If you have got a right vision, proper attitude you can solve any problem. It is not the aptitude, but attitude that determines the way of your life. Mr. Babanrao Pachpute entered in politics through his social work. He didn’t have any political family background, heredity, no blessings of established political God Father; still he succeeded in his political career because he knew the master key for successful politics viz the welfare of common man. You must have sympathetic approach towards the problems of ordinary, common people.

When his proposal of loan for purchasing tractor was flatly refused by the established politicians of M.P. Society of his village, he was not disappointed. He met almost all poor farmers and took a review regarding such issues. He convinced all the youngsters to fight against exploitation and dirty politics. He organized “Sangharsha Tarun Mitra Mandal” i.e. the organization of young friends for conflict resolution in 1977. Thus he laid the foundations of his political career, with the help of his young friends.

**b) Struggle and Conflict at Tehsil Level**

Mr. Pachpute knows that the social welfare is the master key of success in politics. He carefully studied the problematic issues of common people and solved them skillfully. He found practical and realistic solutions for various issues. He created an excellent network of friends, well-wishers and activists. They insisted that Mr. Pachpute should contest
the election of Panchayat Samitee an Arbitrating Body for Shrigonda Tehsil. He contested the election in 1977 and won with an excellent lead. People loved him as a dashing leader with complete sympathy and empathy for the problems of ordinary citizens. His sincere and honest struggle and conflict laid the foundation of his spectacular, magnificent and dazzling leadership.

c) Struggle against Sugar Lobby

The sugar lobby is neither an organized political party, nor formation like R.S.S. But this lobby plays a vital role in the politics of Maharashtra as a powerful dominating pressure group. Maharashtra ranks first in the co-operative movement of India, with more than 83,460 co-operative societies and more than 150 co-operative sugar factories. Maharashtra is the sugar bowl of India and Ahmednagar district is the sugar bowl of Maharashtra. The Sugar lobby and sugar barons i.e. Sakhar Samrat’s are extremely powerful in western Maharashtra; it produced political entrepreneurs in the co-operative field. These political entrepreneurs have tremendous influence in politics of Maharashtra.

It is extremely difficult to challenge established politician of sugar lobby. Mr. Pachpute accepted this challenge. He decided to contest the election of Shrigonda Co-operative Sugar Factory in 1984. He prepared his own panel of Board of Directors. His panel defeated panel of existing Director Body and gained revolutionary victory. He became the Chairman of the Sugar Factory and tried his level best to give justice to various issues of members.

d) Struggle and conflict against party politics for the elections of M.L.A. (Unique Record)

It is not easy to contest election for M.L.A. against powerful established M.L.A.s. Mr. Pachpute contested his first election for M.L.A. from Shrigonda constituency in 1980 as an independent candidate and defeated Mr. Shivajirao Nagavade (Congress) with the margin of 1519 votes, on 31st May, 1980 and became youngest M.L.A. of Maharashtra.

Unique Record - Victory as M.L.A. for Six terms
Mr. Pachpute contested the election for M.L.A. consecutively for eight terms i.e. in 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 1999, 2004, 2009 and 2014. He contested the elections on different emblems from different parties. Still he succeeded in winning the victory for six times and lost the election only twice i.e election of 1999 and 2014. He became M.L.A. of Maharashtra for six terms i.e. for 30 years. His glorious victory from various parties itself is explanatory about his tremendous popularity amongst the voters. His grand success and defeat both are the symbols of his constant struggle against powerful leaders.

e) Struggle against various political parties as the Regional President of The Nationalist Congress Party (1999-2004)

The dispute and conflict between Sharad Pawar and Mrs. Sonia Gandhi became severe. Mr. Pawar, Mr. Sangama and Mr. Tariq Anwar were expelled from the Congress Party. The Nationalist Congress Party came into existence on 10th of June, 1999. Mr. Pachpute joined this party in 1999. He contested the election from the Nationalist Congress Party; unfortunately Mr. Pachpute was defeated in 1999. The party president Mr. Sharad Pawar was hurt due to this defeat. He had full confidence about the political abilities of Mr. Pachpute. So Mr. Pawar provided the golden opportunity to Mr. Pachpute to serve the party as regional president of Maharashtra. Some other members of the party were interested in this presidentship. Mr. Pachpute tried his level best in strengthening the party at state level.

Mr. Pawar had organized party meeting on 16th November, 1999 in Pune for the selection of Regional President of Maharashtra. The party was in search of young, enthusiastic, dynamic and devoted leader, with excellent oratory. So Mr. Pawar declared Mr. Pachpute’s name as the Regional President of N.C.P. Mr. Pachpute worked with full devotion, dedication and discipline for strengthening the party, for increasing its popularity to grass root level. He organized camps, workshops and seminars for enlightening activities. He appointed observe at Tehsil and district levels. He created excellent network of various cells. He started the mouth piece named “Raashtrevadi” for enriching rapport with voters.

He organized divisional camps for women and activists. Thus his contribution as the Regional President of the NCP is extremely extra-ordinary and astonishing.

He proved himself as the best Regional President of N.C.P. through his balanced leadership; working with missionary zeal. He also succeeded in creating challenges for the Congress and other political parties, with the help of his excellent and
positive political strategies. He also left no stone unturned for giving full justice to all the important 13 points declared in the manifesto of NCP party.

Thus his role as the regional president of N.C.P. for Maharashtra is really outstanding. The party flourished in Maharashtra and India under his leadership. Similarly his contribution as the minister of various portfolios is also very significant in the political development of Maharashtra state. The Nationalist Congress Party made remarkable progress under his leadership as the President.

3) **He played a vital role in the development of Ahmednagar District through his dynamic leadership.**

Ahmednagar District ranks first in Maharashtra State because it is the largest district with the total area of 17035 square kilometers. It occupies a somewhat central position in Maharashtra state. It is lying between 18°2’ N to 19°9’ North latitudes and 73° to 75°5’ East longitudes. It is situated partly in the upper Godavari basin and partly in Bhima basin. Ahmednagar was the capital of Nizamshahi Kingdom. It was founded by Malik Ahmed the founder of Nizamshahi dynasty in 1494. The town is named after Ahmed himself. Ahmednagar district is considered as the sugar bowl of Maharashtra; because there is an excellent network of co-operative sugar factories in the district. The credit goes to the visionary leadership like Mr. Vikhe, Mr. Kale, Mr. Kolhe, Mr. Thorat etc. Mr. Pachpute is also one of the most powerful leaders responsible for the socio-economic and political transformation of the district.

* **Development oriented progressive leadership:-**

Mr. Pachpute was M.L.A. of Maharashtra from Shrigonda constituency for six terms i.e. for the period of almost thirty years. His leadership implemented various schemes and projects in his constituency and Ahmednagar district and changed socio-cultural & economic scenario.

1) **Provision of Basic Amenities for the welfare of common people.**

A) **Farmer’s Welfare -**
For the poor farmers he created an excellent network of irrigation facilities. E.g. Nala-Bunding, Kolhapur type weirs, percolation dams, subsidies for electric pumps, drip and sprinkle irrigation facilities. He also made provision of better networks of electricity grid system, provision of better seeds, insecticides & pesticides, marketing facility etc. He established Kukadi, Visapur and Bhorkhind projects for irrigations.

B) Development of agro-based economy -

He strengthened agro-based economy with the help of co-operative movement.

E.g. Co-operative societies, network of dairies, increased crushing capacity of co-operative sugar factories, private sugar factory for surplus sugar cane production. He made provision of good transportation network.

C) Provision of educational facilities for students -

He made the provision of better schools, college education, technical and higher education facilities especially for female and backward students.

D) Provision of better Job Opportunities & Employment -

Mr. Pachpute created an excellent network of agro based industry e.g. sugar factory, dairies, educational institutes, co-operative societies which proved beneficial for the provision of better job opportunities for youngsters to strengthen their financial condition.

E) Development of the district through excellent political strategies as an M.L.A., Minister & President of N.C.P. -

As an M.L.A. or Minister of various portfolios, Mr. Pachpute always tried his level best to give full justice to various problematic issues of the district through his excellent political strategies and conflict resolution models.
F) Provision of funds through various schemes -

Mr. Pachpute made an excellent provision of financial resources. E.g. the development funds about Rs. 161.16 crores from the ministry of forests and the amount of about 98 crores 18 lakhs for local development from funds available for various schemes during 2014-15. He made sincere and honest efforts for provision of these funds and utilized the amount for the successful completion of various projects and schemes.

(4) As the Minister of various portfolios and as the Regional President of Nationalist Congress Party (Maharashtra) he influenced the development of various sectors in Maharashtra through his significant contribution.

(A) Charismatic Leadership -

Mr. Pachpute's political career began in 1977 when he won the election of Panchayat Samitee i.e. Arbitrating Body for Tehsil Council. During his dynamic political career of 38 years he became M.L.A. for 6 terms, Minister for three terms and was only defeated twice.

He got the golden opportunity of becoming Minister of three different portfolios in his political career.

1. 25th November 1991- Home Minister (State Level)
   (In the Ministry of Hon. Sudhakarraoji Naik)
2. 12th, November 2004 – Cabinet Minister for the portfolio of Forest Ministry.
3. 2009 – Cabinet Minister for the Portfolio of Adivasi Vikas i.e. Development of Aborigines.

Highlight

1. During 1980-1990 as the M.L.A. of opposition party he constantly struggled against ruling party for giving justice of problematic issues of common people.

3. Through precise and excellent decision making he brought discipline in administration.

4. He created his own image as a Home Minister through best quality administration.

5. He then took some important decisions regarding police force and succeeded in maintaining peace and law and order in the state.

6. He shouldered the responsibility of Home Minister sincerely and honestly, which proved highly beneficial for his bright future career.

In 2004 Shrigonda constituency got the reservation for Congress candidate. Mr. Pachpute contested election as an independent candidate. He won the election and joined Nationalist Congress Party. He became the minister of the portfolio of forest ministry.

* Remarkable contribution as Forest Minister –

1) In Maharashtra the percentage of forest cover was 22%. It is decreasing at an alarming rate due to deforestation caused by industrialization and urbanization. Mr. Pachpute paid full attention to various problems related in stopping rapid deforestation through excellent solutions.

2. He succeeded in building rapport amongst forest officers, employees, and social workers for the conservation of forest resources.

3. The highest percentage of forest cover is in Vidarbha Region. Mr. Pachpute started separate Divisional Office at Nagpur; organized 40 meetings and gave justice to pending issues.

4. Successfully completed more than 70 Forest Land Projects viz Gondia, Surtoni, Nagpur, Dang, Bajargaon, Chandrapur, Jawahar, Bhandara etc.
5. Organized divisional workshops and seminars for inspiring and guiding the officers and workers.

6. He inspired forest officer for the participation of local people for joint forest management projects for maintenance, afforestation, protection of wild life, water conservation etc.

7. Due to active participation of local people the problems like smuggling of sandal wood, hunting and killing of wild animals reduced rapidly. Water conservation proved beneficial for increasing the water table. Afforestation proved helpful for controlling soil erosion.

8. He started celebration of Forest Day for creating awareness regarding protection of wild life, conservation of valuable forest resources, herbal plants, options for forest fuel, protection of snakes etc.

9. Honest efforts for the maintenance and development of Sanctuaries, Zoos, Herbal Gardens etc. thus conserving these extremely valuable forest resources.

10. He succeeded in making the provision of financial resources of about 161 crores and 16 lakhs in 2005-2006 from Development funds under various schemes from the Ministry of forests.

11. He became the Cabinet Minister for the portfolio of Adivasi Vikas i.e. development of Aborigines in 2009. He studied the various problematic issues related to the development of Adivasi people, minutely and tried to solve these problems with practical solutions for the better developments in Aborigines and their lives.

12. He gave proper directions to various welfare schemes through various portfolios in Ministry / Govt. of Maharashtra.

(B) Unique Role as a Regional President of Nationalist Congress Party for Maharashtra -

1. Mr. Pachpute became the Regional President of N.C.P. for Maharashtra State on 16th November, 1999. Under his staunch and trustworthy leadership the party succeeded in winning 8 seats of Member of Parliament and 58 seats of M.L.A.’s in the election of 1999. Party president Mr. Sharad Pawar succeeded in forming coalition government with Congress Party in Maharashtra.
2. Mr. Pachpute gave full justice to all the 13 articles in the Manifesto of the party as regional president.

3. He made sincere efforts for increasing the popularity of the party to the grass root level i.e. up to common people through different cells.

4. He organized workshops and seminars for the enlightenment and training of activists and for women empowerment.

5. He successfully organized public relation campaign of 45 days from 26th March to 8th May 2001. He could create confidence in the minds of common people, regarding the party.

6. The Party became number one party in Maharashtra by winning the highest seats in Zilla Parishad and Panchayat Samitee elections, held in February 2002.

7. In order to keep party active and dynamic and for enriching the rapport with voters he started publication of the mount piece of the party viz “Raashtravadi”.

   His contribution as Regional president of the party is extremely extra-ordinary and astonishing. The Party flourished in Maharashtra and India during his regional presidentship.

(5) Mr. Pachpute’s contributions in Co-operative sector proved beneficial for socio-economic transformation of Shrigonda Tehsil. (His constituency)

(A) Shrigonda Co-operative Sugar Factory:

   The sugar lobby and sugar barons play a vital role in the politics of Maharashtra. Each and every co-operative unit has become the centre of rural economic and political power. Sugar lobby plays an important role in politics as powerful pressure group. There is political entrepreneurs lobby in co-operative sector.

   Mr. Pachpute decided for active participation in the politics of co-operative sugar factory of Shrigonda. He decided to contest election for the Board of Directors. It is not easy to checkmate the existing body of established politicians. He
accepted the challenge, prepared his own panel. His panel defeated the existing panel. He achieved revolutionary victory in this election, in 1984.

* **Chairmanship:** He became the Chairman of Shrigonda Sahakari Sakhar Karkhana Ltd., on 16th June, 1984. He used this golden opportunity for the socio-economic transformation of the region.

* **Through various development schemes or projects:**
  
a) Increased daily cane crushing capacity from 1200 Metric Tonnes to 2000 M. Tonnes.
  
b) Purchased land for distillery and started the production of 3000 litres of spirit per day.
  
c) Provided membership and loans to 284 SC/ST candidates.
  
d) Provided bore well technology to poor farmers at the lowest rate.
  
e) Provision of sugar to members with the nominal rate of Rs. 2 per kg.
  
f) Provision of Rest House for workers.
  
g) Financial provision for farmers & youngsters for poultry, fish farming, goat and sheep rearing, sericulture etc.
  
h) Provision of maximum rate for sugarcane grown by farmers.

(B) **Multipurpose Co-operative Society Ltd., Kashti:**

1) The Society successfully completed 88 years on 31st March 2014.

2) 7 Sub branches (I) Kashti Society No. 2 (II) Datta (III) Ajinkya (IV) Rajmata (V) Ahilyadevi (VI) Shivkrupa (VII) Shivanjali

3) Financial position on 31-3-2014 – Working capital: Rs.16,58,59,000

   a) Share Capital :- Rs. 58,46,000
b) Funds :- Rs. 9,96,02,432

c) Other Loans :- Rs. 3,03,98,985

d) Total :- Rs. 13,58,47,517

4) Provision of short, medium and long terms

Loans of Rs. 4,83,06,222 /

5) Provision of various commodities like chemicals, fodder, cement, machinery, pumps, readymade clothes, saris, consumer goods, pesticides, seeds, utensils, furniture, stationary, jewellery, cutlery, medicine etc. at reasonable rates to the members.

6) Awards for Excellent Quality

a) Consumer Service Award – 2000

b) Maharashtra Agro-Co-operative Award – 2003

c) Excellent Co-operation Award – 2007 to 2010

d) International Ranking ISO 9001-2008 TUVSUD

e) Sahakar Bhooshan Award -2012 and 2013.

7) The societies provided innovative means of livelihood to farmers and labours. They provided job opportunities to unemployed, down trodden and poor people.

(C) Excellent Network of Dairy Industry/ Dairy Farming:

Mr. Pachpute visited Denmark as delegate for the study of advance research and technology in dairy industry. He implemented this high technology in creation of excellent network of dairy industry in his constituency, Shrigonda.

Struggle against Injustice and Exploitation
There were some dairies working on co-operative principles, but not functioning in a proper way. They were exploiting milk producing farmers in various ways viz. low rates, rejecting milk, delay in payments etc. Mr. Pachpute decided to accept this challenge for giving justice to these farmers.

**Saikrupa Dairy**

He established Saikrupa Dairy on 11\textsuperscript{th} April, 1994 between Kashti and Sangavi village. He started supplying Krushnai Milk in plastic bags to Ahmednagar, Pune, Mumbai and Panvel. It became popular due to excellent quality and reasonable rates. The milk collection reached up to 50,000 litres. He also established Gopal Co-operative milk production society, with about 35 milk collection centers and network of milk-collection centers.

1) Siddheshwar Diary - Limpangaon
2) Bhaneshwar Diary - Pai Phata
3) Saikrupa Dairy - Mandli Tal. Karjat
4) Tulsai Dairy - Ghargaon
5) Swami Samartha Dairy - Loni Vyankanath
6) Kolai Devi Dairy - Kolgaon
7) Yashwant Dairy - Ukkadgaon
8) Shiv Datta Krupa Dairy - Hirdgaon
9) Vyankanath Dairy - Loni Vyankanath
10) Golden Dairy - Kashti
11) Shaikh Mohammad Maharaj Dairy - Shrigonda

He strengthened the co-operative movement through his valuable contribution. Daily collection of Milk – 3,00,000 ltrs.
Mr. Pachpute provided refrigeration and high technological facilities so the milk collection reached up to 3 lakh litres. Due to excellent network of dairy centers job opportunities increased. This has created financial miracle for the farmers of the region.

**The industry flourished due to various by-products**

He started the production of various by-products viz Saikrupa Lassi, Ice Cream, Pedha, Ghee, Shreekhand and started plants of Saikrupa Mineral Water. It has strengthened the financial position of farmers.

Thus this white revolution or “Operation Flood” proved the master key for the financial development of Shrigonda and Karjat Tehsils.

**D) Saikrupa Consumer Stores – Kashti:**

Mr. Pachpute started this storage at his native place Kashti. The people had to go to Daund, Shrigonda, Ahmednagar or Pune for purchasing various commodities like readymade garments, seeds, fertilizers, medicines, insecticides, pesticides etc. The centre proved beneficial for saving transportation/travelling cost, time, money and energy of the consumers.

**E) Saikrupa Sugar Factory:**

In order to give justice to farmers against the exploitation and monopoly of existing Director Body on Shrigonda Sahakari Sakhar Karkhana and solve the problem of surplus sugar cane, Mr. Pachpute inspired the cane producers to collect the share capital of Rs. 5 Crores, started private sugar factory at Devdaihan and Hiradgaon with the production of 2 lakh bags of sugar in December 2000. This factory also proved to be the master key for glorious development of Shrigonda Tehsil.

Thus Mr. Pachpute’s contribution in co-operative sector is highly remarkable. Financial self-dependency professional ethics, logical decision making, proper planning, efficient management, non-corruption, financial transparency, quality assurance and strong will power for social welfare are highly essential for modern welfare economy. Because of all these qualities, Mr. Pachpute’s co-operative model should be accepted as the ideal role model for better economic reforms in modern economy.
According to Swami Vivekanand the prime objectives of education are man making and character building. Education should be the manifestation of perfection within us. The term education has been derived from two Latin root words edu + cere i.e. to bring the best from within you. Good quality education is the most powerful means of socio-economic and cultural transformation. Modern age is the age of explosion of knowledge and information.

In the pre-independence period the education was limited for certain classes only. In the post-independence period education was converted into mass-education, professional and technical education. The role of Deccan Education Society, Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, Maharshi Karve Education Institute and the Rayat Shikshan Sanstha is highly appreciable for the development of mass-education.

According to Dr. Karmaveer Bhaurao Patil the founder of Rayat Shikshan Sanstha education alone could correct the social ills such as caste hierarchy, money leading, illiteracy, superstitions and social and economic inequality.

* **Mr. Pachpute’s remarkable contribution in education**

1. Mr. Pachpute completed his graduation (B.A.) from New Arts, Commerce and Science College Ahmednagar, the district headquarters, 65 kms away from his village Kashti in 1975 in spite of strong opposition from his father Bhikajirao, for higher education.

2. **Vow for starting college At Shrigonda**

Mr. Pachpute became the youngest M.L.A. of the Maharashtra State in 1980. He observed that there is strong need of college for higher education of young male & female students. So he made a vow in public meeting that “Unless and until I succeed in starting the college at Shrigonda. I won’t get married or will remain unmarried”. After the constant struggle and conflict he succeeded because of the strong support of the then Chairman of Rayat Shikshan Sanstha honorable Mr.
Shankarrao Kale and the Chief Minister of Maharashtra Hon. Mr. Babasaheb Bhosale.

Maharaja Jivajirao Shinde had donated a land of about 1100 acres to Rayat Shikshan Sanstha in response to the request of Karmaveer Bhaurao Patil. So the financial position of the Rayat at Shrigonda was very sound. In order of honour, dedication and devotion of Maharaja Jivajirao Shinde, the college was named after him i.e. Jivajirao Shinde College (Mahavidyalya), Shrigonda in 1982.

(3) With the active participation in mass education Mr. Pachpute became the honorable member of managing council of the Rayat Shikshan Sanstha, Satara. He is still associated with the institute.

(4) He laid the foundation of Shrigonda Taluka Rural Development Institute for the secondary and higher education of poor and downtrodden rural students of Shrigonda Tehsil. He started high schools and junior colleges at various villages.

1) Khaleshwar Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Nimgaon
2) Khandeshwar Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Yelapane
3) Appasaheb Pawar Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Babhulsar
4) Tandaleshwar Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Tandali
5) Tul siaimai Pachpute Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Ghotavi
6) Kashivishweshwar Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Hanga
7) Bhairavnath Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Pisorkhand

(5) **Babanrao Pachpute Vichardhara Trust**

Behind every successful man there is a woman, similarly Mrs. Pratibhatai Babanrao Pachpute is also behind the successful career of Mr. Babanrao Pachpute. She is also keenly interested in social welfare. So she has laid the foundation of Babanrao Pachpute Vichardhara Trust on 21st December 2005. The trust has been established for fulfilling more than 45 aims and objectives, they are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of the School</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Khaleshwar Madhyamik Vidyalaya</td>
<td>Nimgaon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Khandeshwar Madhyamik Vidyalaya</td>
<td>Yelapane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Appasaheb Pawar Madhyamik Vidyalaya</td>
<td>Babhulsar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tandaleshwar Madhyamik Vidyalaya</td>
<td>Tandali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Tul siaimai Pachpute Madhyamik Vidyalaya</td>
<td>Ghotavi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Kashivishweshwar Madhyamik Vidyalaya</td>
<td>Hanga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bhairavnath Madhyamik Vidyalaya</td>
<td>Pisorkhand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a) Provision of traditional education.
b) Provision of professional and technical education.
c) Ashramshala, Hostels, schools for physically handicapped students, Mahilashram, Vriddhashram etc.
d) Adult literacy
e) Research and development facilities
f) Guidance for competitive exams.
g) Arts, Fine arts, Music etc.
h) Enlightenment against dowry, addiction, superstitions etc.
i) Health awareness
j) Awareness about conservation of various resources.
k) Sports academy - Gymnasium etc.

(6) Parikrama Educational Complex

In order to fulfill the various aims and objectives and for the provision of various educational facilities the Parikrama Educational Complex has been developed with all sorts of latest technological and infrastructure facilities.

Parikrama Educational Complex runs following educational institutes efficiency.

a) Parikrama Engineering College, Kashti
b) Parikrama M.B.A. College, Kashti
c) Parikrama Polytechnic Institute, Kashti
d) Parikrama B. Pharmacy College, Kashti
e) Parikrama D. Pharmacy College, Kashti
f) Parikrama D.T.Ed. College, Kashti
g) Parikrama B.Ed. College, Kashti
h) Parikrama I.T.I. College, Kashti
i) Parikrama C.B.S.E. International School, Kashti
j) Parikrama M. Pharmacy College, Kashti

Thus Mr. Pachpute has successfully made the provision of excellent quality education through various units of Parikrama Educational Complex. He is also honorable member of the Rayat Shikshan Sanstha. Thus he has succeeded in making the provision of all sorts of opportunities for rural development through education. He helped for the social enlightenment of poor people through his remarkable contribution in education. He provided golden opportunities for rural students in higher and technical education for better job opportunities in various sectors.

**Provision of Funds**

As an M.L.A. he made the provision of funds of about Rs. 2 crores and 25 lakhs for various primary and secondary schools of about 94 villages for the maintenance, repairing and contribution of new class rooms.

Quality Education is just like Aladdin’s magic lamp.

(7) He played key-role for social integration and harmony through his contribution in social, religious and cultural fields.

(A) Social welfare through multidimensional socio-economic transformation with various schemes or projects.

Indian economy is basically agro-based rural economy, depending on more than 5.79 lakh villages. Economic and social developments go hand in hand. He is well acquainted with the social issues. He has undertaken various programs for the social upliftment of his constituency.

* Development projects and programs for better social engineering-
a) Irrigation Network: For 1,41,000 Acres

In order to strengthen the financial position of the society he created excellent network of irrigation. He succeeded in increasing the percentage of area under irrigation from 13% to 71% in Shrigonda Tehsil. It includes 46000 acres from Bhima and Ghod River, 95000 acres under Kukadi and Visapur projects, beneficial to 91 to 95 villages.

Similarly for the availability of additional water resources he constructed 336 percolation tanks, 4500 Nala Bunding schemes, 30 storage bunds and 59 check dams. Economic and Social harmony should go hand in hand.

b) Provision of Gymnasium facilities for wrestlers and sport persons: Social integration through games and sports.

He laid the foundation of Bhikajirao Pachpute Vyayam Prasarak Mandal and started gymnasium in the campus of Saikrupa Dairy in 2005 especially for economically poor and socially backward wrestlers. He appointed Mohamedan coach Mr. Ansar Pathan for special training to wrestlers. He made the provision of best quality milk, milk products and food for them.

c) Saved the lives of 12 people drowning in the furious floods of River Ghod in 1980.

Social Attachment

Mr. Pachpute is real hero who is closely attached to his society. When the boat turned down in the flooded Ghod river people started drowning. He immediately jumped in the river and saved the lives of 12 people. He was honoured with “Life Saving Medal/ Award” by the honorable President of India on Republic Day.

d) He is an architect of social integration and social harmony. So he came up with social welfare project / schemes for social development.

i) He provided loans and membership of Shrigonda Sahakari Sakhar Karkhana to 284 S.C. / S.T. candidate

ii) Anti Dowry Conference

iii) National Integration Conference

iv) Rallies for Nomadic and denomadic tribes
v) Upekshit Vyaaspeeth- Provision of social platform for solving the problems of downtrodden people.

vi) Ophthalmology – free camps

vii) Organization of health camps for free diagnosis of all diseases.

viii) Agitations for various issues viz proper rates for milk and agricultural commodities, provision of loans & subsidies.

ix) Raised issues in Assembly for increasing scholarship amount for downtrodden students.

x) Increase in wages of workers of employment guaranty scheme and provision of ration to them.

xi) Provision of grants to non-grant schools

xii) Provision of funds for homeless people

xiii) Additional funds for Kukadi, Seena and Ujanee Projects.

xiv) Pressurized the government for release or deliverance of Lord Vitthala / Pandurang of Pandharpur.

xv) Excellent networks of roads and bridges in the constituency.

xvi) Provision of Rs. 2 crore 25 lakhs for school buildings and their maintenance of about schools in 94 villages.

xvii) Completion of Samaj Mandirs/ Community Halls in 31 villages in Shrigonda Tehsil.

xviii) M.S.E.B. substations at Chimbhali, Pimpri Kolandar, Tandali, Kashti, Kombhali, Anandwadi, Pargaon, Visapur, Patewadi.

xix) K.T. Weirs at 10 villages.

xx) Rural Hospital at Shrigonda and Health centers at Belwandi, Pargaon, Loni Vyankanath & Mandavgan.

xxi) Provision of funds for the development of religious trusts centres viz. Dhorja Devasthan, Koregavhan, Siddheshwar Devasthan, Shaikh Mohammad Baba Dargah etc.
xxii) For all these projects or schemes he used the funds worth of Rs.161 crores and 16 lakh for the social integration, harmony and development.

xxiii) He also used the huge amount of Rs. 98 crores and 18 lakh made available from Local Development Funds for various schemes viz. Roads, Assembly Halls, Temples, Gymnasium, Compounds, K.T. Weirs, Electrification, Health Centres, Grave yards, Dalit Vasti, Development of settlements of Down trodden people, Highmax Lamps, Development of M.S.E.B. Substations, Nala bunding etc.

Thus he raised a huge amount of Rs. 259 crores and 34 lakhs under various schemes and project and utilized it very carefully for the socio-economic cultural religious developments for social harmony and integration of his constituency, Shrigonda.

B) Valuable Contribution in Religious and Cultural Field

Babanrao Pachpute was born in a very holy and religious family at Kashti. His parents and grandparents inculcated excellent religious and cultural values in his personality. He implemented all these values for religious and cultural harmony. The family never made a pompous show of their spiritually.

(a) He struggled sincerely for the eradication of untouchability. He provided employment facilities to S.C. /S.T. candidates in his own family. Nanabai Kharat a Matang Lady was their cook. Tuka Mang used to serve in their family.

Mr. Pachpute and his family made the provision of drinking water to untouchables at their house. His family was totally boycotted and ostracized by the society; still they behaved from the humanitarian point of view with untouchables for social harmony.

(b) He provided job opportunities to SC, ST, NT, DNT and backward class people in sugar factory, educational institutes, dairy industry and in almost all sectors.

(c) He believed that work is worship. His parents insisted for dignity of labour and honesty. He milked cows, delivered pure milk in various families. He also actively participated in digging of well with labours of backward classes happily.
(d) He was religious but believed that the kingdom of God is within us. He served his parents and grandparent as if they are his real Gods and Goddesses.

(e) His holy and pious family organized various programs, religious functions e.g. adoration, Bhajan & Kirtan. He actively participated in all these programs. The family members served saints and devotes whole heartedly.

(f) Mr. Pachpute and his family members regularly participated in “WARI holy pilgrimage to Pandharpur for harmony and social integrity.

(g) Organization of seminars, workshops & health camps for downtrodden people against drug addiction and for addiction diseases.

(h) He developed aptitude to spirituality through diligence through holy literature like The Ramayana, Haripath and The Mahabharata. This spirituality is the backbone of his religious personality.

(i) His leadership developed through sympathy and empathy about common people. He always believed that existence of God is within the hearts of common people. He served Harijans as if they are the children of Gods. Service to men / human beings is service to God.

* SHREWD POLITICIAN *

(j) He is the shrewd politician with the spiritual heritage. So he succeeded in facing all sorts of challenges, defeats and calamities boldly.

(k) He regularly joined the periodical pilgrimage i.e. Waree of Lord Vithoba to Pandharpur. It is the best and ideal model of social, cultural, religious and spiritual harmony. He developed a very broad vision about humanity due to waree.

(l) Sermons and holy discourses through Bhajan, Kirtan, Pravachan and Prabodhan i.e. Mr. Pachpute developed and extraordinary ability of enlightening people through excellent oratory through sermons, speeches and holy discourses for religious awakening.

Thus Mr. Pachpute has played key role for social integration and harmony through his astonishing contribution in social, religious and cultural field. His
multidimensional personality has proved that he is not a class leader but he is a mass leader. He is the architect of his grand political density.

**CONCLUSION-**

Thus after the critical analysis and scientific investigation and after testing the entire hypothesis impartially & systematically, we can conclude that Mr. Pachpute’s leadership developed through constant struggle and conflict against the established politicians. His contribution in the political, social, cultural & religious sectors is really outstanding and remarkable. He is entirely concentrated on the social welfare from humanitarian point of view. He is development oriented, progressive, dynamic and versatile leader as an idol for the strugglers and new comers in politics.
CHAPTER - 9
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
CONCLUSION

RESEARCH:

Research is a process of continuous scientific investigation. It includes theoretical and applied research. The theoretical research deals with theoretical aspects or general principles or art or science e.g. Darwin’s Theory of Evolution. It is concerned with theory or model building and laws e.g. Newton’s law of gravitation. The applied research deals with the application of theories, models and laws in practical life, especially for the welfare of human beings. Objective conclusions are the obligatory part of each and every research work. Taking into consideration these basic principles the conclusions of the present research work i.e. “A Critical Analysis of Mr. Babanrao Pachpute’s Leadership in the development of Maharashtra” are drawn objectively, honestly and impartially.

Sciences are broadly divided into two groups (a) Natural Sciences (b) Social Sciences.

Social Sciences include various disciplines dealing with human life and human behaviour, social groups and social institutions. Social Sciences are not so precise and exact like natural sciences. Human nature and human environment are very complex, so it is not easy to comprehend and predict human behaviour. Political Science is also one of the major disciplines of Social Sciences. It tries to understand human behaviour especially political behaviour, its interaction with the political environment and the political institution. Its purpose is to develop new tools, concepts, theories, models and laws for reliable and valid study of human political behaviour.

Social Science Research is scientific intellectual process. It throws light on various innovative issues. It modifies previous concepts. It gives justice to neglected themes. It enriches our knowledge and wisdom through systematic and scientific investigation, by exploring, analyzing and conceptualizing human behaviour. Social science research has some limitations compared to natural science research. Interdisciplinary approach is highly essential in modern research methodology.

There are many powerful political leaders who are known as the “Architect of Maharashtra”. Some scholars have highlighted the valuable contributions of these dynamic leaders in their research works. Mr. Babanrao Pachpute’s contribution in the development of
Maharashtra is also remarkable and outstanding. Unfortunately it is totally neglected. His contribution in political, social, cultural and educational sectors is highly significant. His role in the co-operative movement is also equally important. Taking into consideration all these factors, to give justice to his valuable contribution, there was a need of critical analysis of his leadership in the development of Maharashtra. This is the main objective of the present research work. After the in-depth, minute and scientific critical analysis the following conclusions have been drawn. The result and discussion are as follows: The various hypotheses were tested impartially and scientifically for the result of the present research work.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

CONCLUSIONS:

1) The development of leadership of Mr. Pachpute created a role –model as an icon and a source of inspiration for next generation as an idol for struggles & new-comer in politics.

Thomas Carlyle the famous Scottish philosopher in his famous volume “Hero –Worship and The Heroic in History” (1841) explains that the key role in history lies in the actions of ‘Great Man’ claiming that " History is nothing but the biography of Great Man". These genius persons can change the directions of society with the help of their outstanding contributions. The same principle is applicable to all sectors. These leaders or heroes are the real source of inspiration for next generations.

Co-operative movement in Maharashtra has played a vital role in the development of leadership for socio-economic transformation of the region; through social engineering Mr. Babanrao Pachpute’s leadership developed from rural background of Shrigonda Tehsil. He changed the political, socio-economic and cultural scenario through his dynamic leadership and proved himself as the source of inspiration for next generation.

Babanrao Pachpute was born in a very poor farmer’s family, in a small village Kashti on 9th September, 1954. His financial condition was precarious, because his father Bhikajirao was a poor farmer. He didn’t have any kith and kin relationship of politics. He was lacking hereditary political background. He was also not a member of sugar lobby. He didn’t have the blessings of political God Father, still his leadership developed nicely. This is something unique and extraordinary.
POLITICAL CAREER:

His political career began from his college life when he was elected as the General Secretary of New Arts, Commerce and Science College, Ahmednagar. He completed his graduation in 1975 with Political Science as the special subject for graduation i.e. B.A. He entered in the field of politics through his social work. He organized Sangharsha Tarun Mitra Mandal i.e. the organization of youngsters for resolution of conflicts in 1977. His leadership developed through constant struggle. He became the Member of Panchayat Samitee i.e. arbitrating body for Tehsil in 1977. He won the election with an excellent lead.

* M.L.A.: On 31st May, 1980 he defeated Mr. Shivajirao Nagavade and became the youngest MLA of Maharashtra State. During his political career of 37 years he contested the election of M.L.A. of Maharashtra for consecutive 8 times, either as an independent candidate or the candidate of different parties. He won for six times and lost the election twice.

* Minister: He honoured various positions and Portfolios with his excellent leadership qualities. He became Home Minister (State Level) in 1991. He became the Regional President of Nationalist Congress Party of Mr. Sharad Pawar in 1999. He shouldered the responsibility and strengthened the party skillfully. He became Cabinet Minister of Maharashtra for the Portfolio of Forestry in 2004. He became the Cabinet Minister for the Portfolio of Adivasi Vikas i.e. development of Aborigines in 2009.

Thus the son of a poor farmer from a small village of Kashti became M.L.A. for six times, minister thrice and regional president of Nationalist Congress Party for few years. This bright and brilliant political career itself is the indication of his successful mass leadership. He shouldered each and every responsibility successfully with his excellent, outstanding and remarkable political contributions.

His grand achievements in his bright political career are highly appreciable. There is no doubt that he has proved himself as an icon, a role model and an excellent source of inspiration for next generations. His genius leadership itself is self-explanatory. He has succeeded in becoming an idol for the young strugglers, who are interested in political achievements.
2) Mr. Pachpute’s Leadership developed through a lot of struggle and conflicts against established politicians.

Our first Prime Minister Hon. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru precisely explained the secret of success. He says “Success comes to those who dare and act, it seldom goes to the timid”. We can apply this master key formula of success to Mr. Pachpute’s political achievements through constant struggle against powerful established politicians at various levels. Mr. Pachpute had excellent potential of leadership qualities in his personality. It was proved when he achieved grand success when he contested the election for General Secretary of his college. This was the beginning of his bright and brilliant political career, which was not an easy task.

a) Conflict at Village Level

It is said that our life itself is a conflict and you are the architect of your destiny. If you have got a right vision, proper attitude you can solve any problem. It is not the aptitude, but attitude that determines the way of your life. Mr. Babanrao Pachpute entered in politics through his social work. He didn’t have any political family background, heredity, no blessings of established political God Father; still he succeeded in his political career because he knew the master key for successful politics viz the welfare of common man. You must have sympathetic approach towards the problems of ordinary, common people.

When his proposal of loan for purchasing tractor was flatly refused by the established politicians of M.P. Society of his village, he was not disappointed. He met almost all poor farmers and took a review regarding such issues. He convinced all the youngsters to fight against exploitation and dirty politics. He organized “Sangharsha Tarun Mitra Mandal” i.e. the organization of young friends for conflict resolution in 1977. Thus he laid the foundations of his political career, with the help of his young friends.

b) Struggle and Conflict at Tehsil Level

Mr. Pachpute knows that the social welfare is the master key of success in politics. He carefully studied the problematic issues of common people and solved them skillfully. He found practical and realistic solutions for various issues. He created an excellent network of friends, well-wishers and activists. They insisted that Mr. Pachpute should contest
the election of Panchayat Samitee an Arbitrating Body for Shrigonda Tehsil. He contested the election in 1977 and won with an excellent lead. People loved him as a dashing leader with complete sympathy and empathy for the problems of ordinary citizens. His sincere and honest struggle and conflict laid the foundation of his spectacular, magnificent and dazzling leadership.

c) Struggle against Sugar Lobby

The sugar lobby is neither an organized political party, nor formation like R.S.S. But this lobby plays a vital role in the politics of Maharashtra as a powerful dominating pressure group. Maharashtra ranks first in the co-operative movement of India, with more than 83,460 co-operative societies and more than 150 co-operative sugar factories Maharashtra is the sugar bowl of India and Ahmednagar district is the sugar bowl of Maharashtra. The Sugar lobby and sugar barons i.e. Sakhar Samrat's are extremely powerful in western Maharashtra; it produced political entrepreneurs in the co-operative field. These political entrepreneurs have tremendous influence in politics of Maharashtra.

It is extremely difficult to challenge established politician of sugar lobby. Mr. Pachpute accepted this challenge. He decided to contest the election of Shrigonda Co-operative Sugar Factory in 1984. He prepared his own panel of Board of Directors. His panel defeated panel of existing Director Body and gained revolutionary victory. He became the Chairman of the Sugar Factory and tried his level best to give justice to various issues of members.

d) Struggle and conflict against party politics for the elections of M.L.A. (Unique Record)

It is not easy to contest election for M.L.A. against powerful established M.L.A.s. Mr. Pachpute contested his first election for M.L.A. from Shrigonda constituency in 1980 as an independent candidate and defeated Mr. Shivajirao Nagavade (Congress) with the margin of 1519 votes, on 31st May, 1980 and became youngest M.L.A. of Maharashtra.

Unique Record - Victory as M.L.A. for Six terms
Mr. Pachpute contested the election for M.L.A. consecutively for eight terms i.e. in 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 1999, 2004, 2009 and 2014. He contested the elections on different emblems from different parties. Still he succeeded in winning the victory for six times and lost the election only twice i.e election of 1999 and 2014. He became M.L.A. of Maharashtra for six terms i.e. for 30 years. His glorious victory from various parties itself is explanatory about his tremendous popularity amongst the voters. His grand success and defeat both are the symbols of his constant struggle against powerful leaders.

e) Struggle against various political parties as the Regional President of The Nationalist Congress Party (1999-2004)

The dispute and conflict between Sharad Pawar and Mrs. Sonia Gandhi became severe. Mr. Pawar, Mr. Sangama and Mr. Tariq Anwar were expelled from the Congress Party. The Nationalist Congress Party came into existence on 10th of June, 1999. Mr. Pachpute joined this party in 1999. He contested the election from the Nationalist Congress Party; unfortunately Mr. Pachpute was defeated in 1999. The party president Mr. Sharad Pawar was hurt due to this defeat. He had full confidence about the political abilities of Mr. Pachpute. So Mr. Pawar provided the golden opportunity to Mr. Pachpute to serve the party as regional president of Maharashtra. Some other members of the party were interested in this presidency. Mr. Pachpute tried his level best in strengthening the party at state level.

Mr. Pawar had organized party meeting on 16th November, 1999 in Pune for the selection of Regional President of Maharashtra. The party was in search of young, enthusiastic, dynamic and devoted leader, with excellent oratory. So Mr. Pawar declared Mr. Pachpute’s name as the Regional President of N.C.P. Mr. Pachpute worked with full devotion, dedication and discipline for strengthening the party, for increasing its popularity to grass root level. He organized camps, workshops and seminars for enlightening activities. He appointed observers at Tehsil and district levels. He created excellent network of various cells. He started the mouth piece named “Raashtavadi” for enriching rapport with voters.

He organized divisional camps for women and activists. Thus his contribution as the Regional President of the NCP is extremely extra-ordinary and astonishing.

He proved himself as the best Regional President of N.C.P. through his balanced leadership; working with missionary zeal. He also succeeded in creating challenges for the Congress and other political parties, with the help of his excellent and
positive political strategies. He also left no stone unturned for giving full justice to all the important 13 points declared in the manifesto of NCP party.

Thus his role as the regional president of N.C.P. for Maharashtra is really outstanding. The party flourished in Maharashtra and India under his leadership. Similarly his contribution as the minister of various portfolios is also very significant in the political development of Maharashtra state. The Nationalist Congress Party made remarkable progress under his leadership as the President.

3) He played a vital role in the development of Ahmednagar District through his dynamic leadership.

Ahmednagar District ranks first in Maharashtra State because it is the largest district with the total area of 17035 square kilometers. It occupies a somewhat central position in Maharashtra state. It is lying between 18°02’ N to 19°09’ North latitudes and 73° to 75°5’ East longitudes. It is situated partly in the upper Godavari basin and partly in Bhima basin. Ahmednagar was the capital of Nizamshahi Kingdom. It was founded by Malik Ahmed the founder of Nizamshahi dynasty in 1494. The town is named after Ahmed himself. Ahmednagar district is considered as the sugar bowl of Maharashtra; because there is an excellent network of co-operative sugar factories in the district. The credit goes to the visionary leadership like Mr. Vikhe, Mr. Kale, Mr. Kolhe, Mr. Thorat etc. Mr. Pachpute is also one of the most powerful leaders responsible for the socio-economic and political transformation of the district.

* Development oriented progressive leadership:-

Mr. Pachpute was M.L.A. of Maharashtra from Shrigonda constituency for six terms i.e. for the period of almost thirty years. His leadership implemented various schemes and projects in his constituency and Ahmednagar district and changed socio-cultural & economic scenario.

1) Provision of Basic Amenities for the welfare of common people.

A) Farmer’s Welfare -
For the poor farmers he created an excellent network of irrigation facilities. E.g. Nala-Bunding, Kolhapur type weirs, percolation dams, subsidies for electric pumps, drip and sprinkle irrigation facilities. He also made provision of better networks of electricity grid system, provision of better seeds, insecticides & pesticides, marketing facility etc. He established Kukadi, Visapur and Bhorkhind projects for irrigations.

B) Development of agro-based economy -

He strengthened agro-based economy with the help of co-operative movement.

E.g. Co-operative societies, network of dairies, increased crushing capacity of co-operative sugar factories, private sugar factory for surplus sugar cane production. He made provision of good transportation network.

C) Provision of educational facilities for students -

He made the provision of better schools, college education, technical and higher education facilities especially for female and backward students.

D) Provision of better Job Opportunities & Employment -

Mr. Pachpute created an excellent network of agro based industry e.g. sugar factory, dairies, educational institutes, co-operative societies which proved beneficial for the provision of better job opportunities for youngsters to strengthen their financial condition.

E) Development of the district through excellent political strategies as an M.L.A., Minister & President of N.C.P. -

As an M.L.A. or Minister of various portfolios, Mr. Pachpute always tried his level best to give full justice to various problematic issues of the district through his excellent political strategies and conflict resolution models.
F) Provision of funds through various schemes -

Mr. Pachpute made an excellent provision of financial resources. E.g. the development funds about Rs. 161.16 crores from the ministry of forests and the amount of about 98 crores 18 lakhs for local development from funds available for various schemes during 2014-15. He made sincere and honest efforts for provision of these funds and utilized the amount for the successful completion of various projects and schemes.

(4) As the Minister of various portfolios and as the Regional President of Nationalist Congress Party (Maharashtra) he influenced the development of various sectors in Maharashtra through his significant contribution.

(A) Charismatic Leadership -

Mr. Pachpute’s political career began in 1977 when he won the election of Panchayat Samitee i.e. Arbitrating Body for Tehsil Council. During his dynamic political career of 38 years he became M.L.A. for 6 terms, Minister for three terms and was only defeated twice.

He got the golden opportunity of becoming Minister of three different portfolios in his political career.

1. 25th November 1991- Home Minister (State Level)
   (In the Ministry of Hon. Sudhakarraoji Naik)
2. 12th, November 2004 – Cabinet Minister for the portfolio of Forest Ministry.
3. 2009 – Cabinet Minister for the Portfolio of Adivasi Vikas i.e. Development of Aborigines.

Highlight

1. During 1980-1990 as the M.L.A. of opposition party he constantly struggled against ruling party for giving justice of problematic issues of common people.

3. Through precise and excellent decision making he brought discipline in administration.

4. He created his own image as a Home Minister through best quality administration.

5. He then took some important decisions regarding police force and succeeded in maintaining peace and law and order in the state.

6. He shouldered the responsibility of Home Minister sincerely and honestly, which proved highly beneficial for his bright future career.

In 2004 Shrigonda constituency got the reservation for Congress candidate. Mr. Pachpute contested election as an independent candidate. He won the election and joined Nationalist Congress Party. He became the minister of the portfolio of forest ministry.

* Remarkable contribution as Forest Minister –

1) In Maharashtra the percentage of forest cover was 22%. It is decreasing at an alarming rate due to deforestation caused by industrialization and urbanization. Mr. Pachpute paid full attention to various problems related in stopping rapid deforestation through excellent solutions.

2. He succeeded in building rapport amongst forest officers, employees, and social workers for the conservation of forest resources.

3. The highest percentage of forest cover is in Vidarbha Region. Mr. Pachpute started separate Divisional Office at Nagpur; organized 40 meetings and gave justice to pending issues.

4. Successfully completed more than 70 Forest Land Projects viz Gondia, Surtoni, Nagpur, Dang, Bajargaon, Chandrapur, Jawahar, Bhandara etc.
5. Organized divisional workshops and seminars for inspiring and guiding the officers and workers.

6. He inspired forest officer for the participation of local people for joint forest management projects for maintenance, afforestation, protection of wild life, water conservation etc.

7. Due to active participation of local people the problems like smuggling of sandal wood, hunting and killing of wild animals reduced rapidly. Water conservation proved beneficial for increasing the water table. Afforestation proved helpful for controlling soil erosion.

8. He started celebration of Forest Day for creating awareness regarding protection of wild life, conservation of valuable forest resources, herbal plants, options for forest fuel, protection of snakes etc.

9. Honest efforts for the maintenance and development of Sanctuaries, Zoos, Herbal Gardens etc. thus conserving these extremely valuable forest resources.

10. He succeeded in making the provision of financial resources of about 161 crores and 16 lakhs in 2005-2006 from Development funds under various schemes from the Ministry of forests.

11. He became the Cabinet Minister for the portfolio of Adivasi Vikas i.e. development of Aborigines in 2009. He studied the various problematic issues related to the development of Adivasi people, minutely and tried to solve these problems with practical solutions for the better developments in Aborigines and their lives.

12. He gave proper directions to various welfare schemes through various portfolios in Ministry / Govt. of Maharashtra.

(B) Unique Role as a Regional President of Nationalist Congress Party for Maharashtra -

1. Mr. Pachpute became the Regional President of N.C.P. for Maharashtra State on 16th November, 1999. Under his staunch and trustworthy leadership the party succeeded in winning 8 seats of Member of Parliament and 58 seats of M.L.A.’s in the election of 1999. Party president Mr. Sharad Pawar succeeded in forming coalition government with Congress Party in Maharashtra.
2. Mr. Pachpute gave full justice to all the 13 articles in the Manifesto of the party as regional president.

3. He made sincere efforts for increasing the popularity of the party to the grass root level i.e. up to common people through different cells.

4. He organized workshops and seminars for the enlightenment and training of activists and for women empowerment.

5. He successfully organized public relation campaign of 45 days from 26th March to 8th May 2001. He could create confidence in the minds of common people, regarding the party.

6. The Party became number one party in Maharashtra by winning the highest seats in Zilla Parishad and Panchayat Samitee elections, held in February 2002.

7. In order to keep party active and dynamic and for enriching the rapport with voters he started publication of the mount piece of the party viz “Raashtravadi”.

   His contribution as Regional president of the party is extremely extra-ordinary and astonishing. The Party flourished in Maharashtra and India during his regional presidency.

(5) Mr. Pachpute’s contributions in Co-operative sector proved beneficial for socio-economic transformation of Shrigonda Tehsil. (His constituency)

(A) Shrigonda Co-operative Sugar Factory:

   The sugar lobby and sugar barons play a vital role in the politics of Maharashtra. Each and every co-operative unit has become the centre of rural economic and political power. Sugar lobby plays an important role in politics as powerful pressure group. There is political entrepreneurs lobby in co-operative sector.

   Mr. Pachpute decided for active participation in the politics of co-operative sugar factory of Shrigonda. He decided to contest election for the Board of Directors. It is not easy to checkmate the existing body of established politicians. He
accepted the challenge, prepared his own panel. His panel defeated the existing panel. He achieved revolutionary victory in this election, in 1984.

* **Chairmanship:** He became the Chairman of Shrigonda Sahakari Sakhar Karkhana Ltd., on 16th June, 1984. He used this golden opportunity for the socio-economic transformation of the region.

* **Through various development schemes or projects:**
  a) Increased daily cane crushing capacity from 1200 Metric Tonnes to 2000 M. Tonnes.
  b) Purchased land for distillery and started the production of 3000 litres of spirit per day.
  c) Provided membership and loans to 284 SC/ST candidates.
  d) Provided bore well technology to poor farmers at the lowest rate.
  e) Provision of sugar to members with the nominal rate of Rs. 2 per kg.
  f) Provision of Rest House for workers.
  g) Financial provision for farmers & youngsters for poultry, fish farming, goat and sheep rearing, sericulture etc.
  h) Provision of maximum rate for sugarcane grown by farmers.

(B) **Multipurpose Co-operative Society Ltd., Kashti:**

1) The Society successfully completed 88 years on 31st March 2014.

2) 7 Sub branches (I) Kashti Society No. 2 (II) Datta (III) Ajinkya (IV) Rajmata (V) Ahilyadevi (VI) Shivkrupa (VII) Shivanjali

3) Financial position on 31-3-2014 – Working capital: Rs.16,58,59,000

   a) Share Capital :- Rs. 58,46,000
b) Funds :- Rs. 9,96,02,432

c) Other Loans :- Rs. 3,03,98,985

d) Total :- Rs. 13,58,47,517

4) Provision of short, medium and long terms Loans of Rs. 4,83,06,222 /

5) Provision of various commodities like chemicals, fodder, cement, machinery, pumps, readymade clothes, saris, consumer goods, pesticides, seeds, utensils, furniture, stationary, jewellery, cutlery, medicine etc. at reasonable rates to the members.

6) Awards for Excellent Quality
   a) Consumer Service Award – 2000
   b) Maharashtra Agro-Co-operative Award – 2003
   c) Excellent Co-operation Award – 2007 to 2010
   d) International Ranking ISO 9001-2008 TUVSUD
   e) Sahakar Bhooshan Award -2012 and 2013.

7) The societies provided innovative means of livelihood to farmers and labours. They provided job opportunities to unemployed, down trodden and poor people.

(C) Excellent Network of Dairy Industry/ Dairy Farming:

Mr. Pachpute visited Denmark as delegate for the study of advance research and technology in dairy industry. He implemented this high technology in creation of excellent network of dairy industry in his constituency, Shrigonda.

Struggle against Injustice and Exploitation
There were some dairies working on co-operative principles, but not functioning in a proper way. They were exploiting milk producing farmers in various ways viz. low rates, rejecting milk, delay in payments etc. Mr. Pachpute decided to accept this challenge for giving justice to these farmers.

**Saikrupa Dairy**

He established Saikrupa Dairy on 11<sup>th</sup> April, 1994 between Kashti and Sangavi village. He started supplying Krushnai Milk in plastic bags to Ahmednagar, Pune, Mumbai and Panvel. It became popular due to excellent quality and reasonable rates. The milk collection reached up to 50,000 litres. He also established Gopal Co-operative milk production society, with about 35 milk collection centers and network of milk-collection centers.

1) Siddheshwar Diary - Limpangaon
2) Bhaneshwar Diary - Pai Phata
3) Saikrupa Dairy - Mandli Tal. Karjat
4) Tulsai Dairy - Ghargaon
5) Swami Samarth Dairy - Loni Vyankanath
6) Kolai Devi Dairy - Kolgaon
7) Yashwant Dairy - Ukkadgaon
8) Shiv Datta Krupa Dairy - Hiradgaon
9) Vyankanath Dairy - Loni Vyankanath
10) Golden Dairy - Kashti
11) Shaikh Mohammad Maharaj Dairy - Shrigonda

He strengthened the co-operative movement through his valuable contribution. Daily collection of Milk – 3,00,000 ltrs.
Mr. Pachpute provided refrigeration and high technological facilities so the milk collection reached up to 3 lakh litres. Due to excellent network of dairy centers job opportunities increased. This has created financial miracle for the farmers of the region.

The industry flourished due to various by-products

He started the production of various by-products viz Saikrupa Lassi, Ice Cream, Pedha, Ghee, Shreekhand and started plants of Saikrupa Mineral Water. It has strengthened the financial position of farmers.

Thus this white revolution or “Operation Flood” proved the master key for the financial development of Shrigonda and Karjat Tehsils.

(D) Saikrupa Consumer Stores – Kashti:

Mr. Pachpute started this storage at his native place Kashti. The people had to go to Daund, Shrigonda, Ahmednagar or Pune for purchasing various commodities like readymade garments, seeds, fertilizers, medicines, insecticides, pesticides etc. The centre proved beneficial for saving transportation /travelling cost, time, money and energy of the consumers.

(E) Saikrupa Sugar Factory:

In order to give justice to farmers against the exploitation and monopoly of existing Director Body on Shrigonda Sahakari Sakhar Karkhana and solve the problem of surplus sugar cane, Mr. Pachpute inspired the cane producers to collect the share capital of Rs. 5 Crores, started private sugar factory at Devdaithan and Hiradgaon with the production of 2 lakh bags of sugar in December 2000. This factory also proved to be the master key for glorious development of Shrigonda Tehsil.

Thus Mr. Pachpute’s contribution in co-operative sector is highly remarkable. Financial self-dependency professional ethics, logical decision making, proper planning, efficient management, non-corruption, financial transparency, quality assurance and strong will power for social welfare are highly essential for modern welfare economy. Because of all these qualities, Mr. Pachpute’s co-operative model should be accepted as the ideal role model for better economic reforms in modern economy.
He provided opportunities for rural development through education.

According to Swami Vivekanand the prime objectives of education are man making and character building. Education should be the manifestation of perfection within us. The term education has been derived from two Latin root words edu + cere i.e. to bring the best from within you. Good quality education is the most powerful means of socio-economic and cultural transformation. Modern age is the age of explosion of knowledge and information.

In the pre-independence period the education was limited for certain classes only. In the post-independence period education was converted into mass-education, professional and technical education. The role of Deccan Education Society, Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, Maharshi Karve Education Institute and the Rayat Shikshan Sanstha is highly appreciable for the development of mass-education.

According to Dr. Karmaveer Bhaurao Patil the founder of Rayat Shikshan Sanstha education alone could correct the social ills such as caste hierarchy, money leading, illiteracy, superstitions and social and economic inequality.

Mr. Pachpute’s remarkable contribution in education

1. Mr. Pachpute completed his graduation (B.A.) from New Arts, Commerce and Science College Ahmednagar, the district headquarter, 65 kms away from his village Kashti in 1975 in spite of strong opposition from his father Bhikajirao, for higher education.

2. Vow for starting college At Shrigonda

Mr. Pachpute became the youngest M.L.A. of the Maharashtra State in 1980. He observed that there is strong need of college for higher education of young male & female students. So he made a vow in public meeting that “Unless and until I succeed in starting the college at Shrigonda. I won’t get married or will remain unmarried”. After the constant struggle and conflict he succeeded because of the strong support of the then Chairman of Rayat Shikshan Sanstha honorable Mr.
Shankarrao Kale and the Chief Minister of Maharashtra Hon. Mr. Babasaheb Bhosale.

Maharaja Jivajirao Shinde had donated a land of about 1100 acres to Rayat Shikshan Sanstha in response to the request of Karmaveer Bhaurao Patil. So the financial position of the Rayat at Shrigonda was very sound. In order of honour, dedication and devotion of Maharaja Jivajirao Shinde, the college was named after him i.e. Jivajirao Shinde College (Mahavidyalya), Shrigonda in 1982.

(3) With the active participation in mass education Mr. Pachpute became the honorable member of managing council of the Rayat Shikshan Sanstha, Satara. He is still associated with the institute

(4) He laid the foundation of Shrigonda Taluka Rural Development Institute for the secondary and higher education of poor and downtrodden rural students of Shrigonda Tehsil. He started high schools and junior colleges at various villages.

I) Khaleshwar Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Nimgaon
II) Khandeshwar Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Yelapane
III) Appasaheb Pawar Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Babhulsar
IV) Tandaleshwar Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Tandali
V) Tulsaimai Pachpute Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Ghotavi
VI) Kashivishweshwar Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Hanga
VII) Bhairavnath Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Pisorkhand

(5) Babanrao Pachpute Vichardhara Trust

Behind every successful man there is a woman, similarly Mrs. Pratibhatai Babanrao Pachpute is also behind the successful career of Mr. Babanrao Pachpute. She is also keenly interested in social welfare. So she has laid the foundation of Babanrao Pachpute Vichardhara Trust on 21st December 2005. The trust has been established for fulfilling more than 45 aims and objectives, they are as follows:
a) Provision of traditional education.
b) Provision of professional and technical education.
c) Ashramshala, Hostels, schools for physically handicapped students, Mahilashram, Vriddhashram etc.
d) Adult literacy
e) Research and development facilities
f) Guidance for competitive exams.
g) Arts, Fine arts, Music etc.
h) Enlightenment against dowry, addiction, superstitions etc.
i) Health awareness
j) Awareness about conservation of various resources.
k) Sports academy - Gymnasium etc.

(6) Parikrama Educational Complex

In order to fulfill the various aims and objectives and for the provision of various educational facilities the Parikrama Educational Complex has been developed with all sorts of latest technological and infrastructure facilities.

Parikrama Educational Complex runs following educational institutes efficiency.

a) Parikrama Engineering College, Kashti
b) Parikrama M.B.A. College, Kashti
c) Parikrama Polytechnic Institute, Kashti
d) Parikrama B. Pharmacy College, Kashti
e) Parikrama D. Pharmacy College, Kashti
f) Parikrama D.T.Ed. College, Kashti
g) Parikrama B.Ed. College, Kashti
Thus Mr. Pachpute has successfully made the provision of excellent quality education through various units of Parikrama Educational Complex. He is also honorable member of the Rayat Shikshan Sanstha. Thus he has succeeded in making the provision of all sorts of opportunities for rural development through education. He helped for the social enlightenment of poor people through his remarkable contribution in education. He provided golden opportunities for rural students in higher and technical education for better job opportunities in various sectors.

**Provision of Funds**

As an M.L.A. he made the provision of funds of about Rs. 2 crores and 25 lakhs for various primary and secondary schools of about 94 villages for the maintenance, repairing and contribution of new class rooms.

Quality Education is just like Aladdin's magic lamp.

(7) He played key-role for social integration and harmony through his contribution in social, religious and cultural fields.

(A) Social welfare through multidimensional socio-economic transformation with various schemes or projects.

Indian economy is basically agro-based rural economy, depending on more than 5.79 lakh villages. Economic and social developments go hand in hand. He is well acquainted with the social issues. He has undertaken various programs for the social upliftment of his constituency.

* Development projects and programs for better social engineering-
a) Irrigation Network: For 1,41,000 Acres

In order to strengthen the financial position of the society he created excellent network of irrigation. He succeeded in increasing the percentage of area under irrigation from 13% to 71% in Shrigonda Tehsil. It includes 46000 acres from Bhima and Ghod River, 95000 acres under Kukadi and Visapur projects, beneficial to 91 to 95 villages.

Similarly for the availability of additional water resources he constructed 336 percolation tanks, 4500 Nala Bunding schemes, 30 storage bunds and 59 check dams. Economic and Social harmony should go hand in hand.

b) Provision of Gymnasium facilities for wrestlers and sport persons: Social integration through games and sports.

He laid the foundation of Bhikajirao Pachpute Vyayam Prasarak Mandal and started gymnasium in the campus of Saikrupa Dairy in 2005 especially for economically poor and socially backward wrestlers. He appointed Mohamedan coach Mr. Ansar Pathan for special training to wrestlers. He made the provision of best quality milk, milk products and food for them.

c) Saved the lives of 12 people drowning in the furious floods of River Ghod in 1980.

Social Attachment

Mr. Pachpute is real hero who is closely attached to his society. When the boat turned down in the flooded Ghod river people started drowning. He immediately jumped in the river and saved the lives of 12 people. He was honoured with “Life Saving Medal/Award” by the honorable President of India on Republic Day.

d) He is an architect of social integration and social harmony. So he came up with social welfare project / schemes for social development.

i) He provided loans and membership of Shrigonda Sahakari Sakhar Karkhana to 284 S.C. / S.T. candidate

ii) Anti Dowry Conference

iii) National Integration Conference

iv) Rallies for Nomadic and denomadic tribes
v) Upekshit Vyaaspeeth- Provision of social platform for solving the problems of downtrodden people.

vi) Ophthalmology – free camps

vii) Organization of health camps for free diagnosis of all diseases.

viii) Agitations for various issues viz proper rates for milk and agricultural commodities, provision of loans & subsidies.

ix) Raised issues in Assembly for increasing scholarship amount for downtrodden students.

x) Increase in wages of workers of employment guaranty scheme and provision of ration to them.

xi) Provision of grants to non-grant schools

xii) Provision of funds for homeless people

xiii) Additional funds for Kukadi, Seena and Ujanee Projects.

xiv) Pressurized the government for release or deliverance of Lord Vitthala / Pandurang of Pandharapur.

xv) Excellent networks of roads and bridges in the constituency.

xvi) Provision of Rs. 2 crore 25 lakhs for school buildings and their maintenance of about schools in 94 villages.

xvii) Completion of Samaj Mandirs/ Community Halls in 31 villages in Shrigonda Tehsil.

xviii) M.S.E.B. substations at Chimbhali, Pimpri Kolandar, Tandali, Kashti, Kombhali, Anandwadi, Pargaon, Visapur, Patewadi.

xix) K.T. Weirs at 10 villages.

xx) Rural Hospital at Shrigonda and Health centers at Belwandi, Pargaon, Loni Vyankanath & Mandavgan.

xxi) Provision of funds for the development of religious trusts centres viz. Dhorja Devasthan, Koregavhan, Siddheshwar Devasthan, Shaikh Mohammad Baba Dargah etc.
xxii) For all these projects or schemes he used the funds worth of Rs.161 crores and 16 lakh for the social integration, harmony and development.

xxiii) He also used the huge amount of Rs. 98 crores and 18 lakh made available from Local Development Funds for various schemes viz. Roads, Assembly Halls, Temples, Gymnasium, Compounds, K.T. Weirs, Electrification, Health Centres, Grave yards, Dalit Vasti, Development of settlements of Downtrodden people, Highmax Lamps, Development of M.S.E.B. Substations, Nala bunding etc.

Thus he raised a huge amount of Rs. 259 crores and 34 lakhs under various schemes and project and utilized it very carefully for the socio-economic cultural religious developments for social harmony and integration of his constituency, Shrigonda.

B) Valuable Contribution in Religious and Cultural Field

Babanrao Pachpute was born in very holy and religious family at Kashti. His parents and grandparents inculcated excellent religious and cultural values in his personality. He implemented all these values for religious and cultural harmony. The family never made a pompous show of their spiritually.

(a) He struggled sincerely for the eradication of untouchability. He provided employment facilities to S.C. /S.T. candidates in his own family. Nanabai Kharat a Matang Lady was their cook. Tuka Mang used to serve in their family.

Mr. Pachpute and his family made the provision of drinking water to untouchables at their house. His family was totally boycotted and ostracized by the society; still they behaved from the humanitarian point of view with untouchables for social harmony.

(b) He provided job opportunities to SC, ST, NT, DNT and backward class people in sugar factory, educational institutes, dairy industry and in almost all sectors.

(c) He believed that work is worship. His parents insisted for dignity of labour and honesty. He milked cows, delivered pure milk in various families. He also actively participated in digging of well with labours of backward classes happily.
(d) He was religious but believed that the kingdom of God is within us. He served his parents and grandparent as if they are his real Gods and Goddesses.

(e) His holy and pious family organized various programs, religious functions e.g. adoration, Bhajan & Kirtan. He actively participated in all these programs. The family members served saints and devotees whole heartedly.

(f) Mr. Pachpute and his family members regularly participated in “WARI holy pilgrimage to Pandharpur for harmony and social integrity.

(g) Organization of seminars, workshops & health camps for downtrodden people against drug addiction and for addiction diseases.

(h) He developed aptitude to spirituality through diligence through holy literature like The Ramayana, Haripath and The Mahabharata. This spirituality is the backbone of his religious personality.

(i) His leadership developed through sympathy and empathy about common people. He always believed that existence of God is within the hearts of common people. He served Harijans as if they are the children of Gods. Service to men / human beings is service to God.

* SHREWD POLITICIAN *

(j) He is the shrewd politician with the spiritual heritage. So he succeeded in facing all sorts of challenges, defeats and calamities boldly.

(k) He regularly joined the periodical pilgrimage i.e. Waree of Lord Vithoba to Pandharpur. It is the best and ideal model of social, cultural, religious and spiritual harmony. He developed a very broad vision about humanity due to waree.

(l) Sermons and holy discourses through Bhajan, Kirtan, Pravachan and Prabodhan i.e. Mr. Pachpute developed and extraordinary ability of enlightening people through excellent oratory through sermons, speeches and holy discourses for religious awakening.

Thus Mr. Pachpute has played key role for social integration and harmony through his astonishing contribution in social, religious and cultural field. His
multidimensional personality has proved that he is not a class leader but he is a mass leader. He is the architect of his grand political density.

CONCLUSION-

Thus after the critical analysis and scientific investigation and after testing the entire hypothesis impartially & systematically, we can conclude that Mr. Pachpute’s leadership developed through constant struggle and conflict against the established politicians. His contribution in the political, social, cultural & religious sectors is really outstanding and remarkable. He is entirely concentrated on the social welfare from humanitarian point of view. He is development oriented, progressive, dynamic and versatile leader as an idol for the strugglers and new comers in politics.